ARTISTRY

TM

ALL-OUT

GLAM
COLLECTION
Get ready to step into the spotlight, take
the leading role and attract even more
followers. Discover all the limited edition
makeup and beauty enhancers to create
your own all-out glam look.

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

ARTISTRY SIGNATURE COLOR
LIPSTICK

ARTISTRY SIGNATURE COLOR
CONTOUR AND SHAPE PALETTE

ARTISTRY SIGNATURE COLOR™
EYE SHADOW QUAD

Vibrant, bright shades with lip-popping power give you
the ultimate full-color coverage. Conditioning formula
locks in 36% more moisture.

“Pure Hollywood” compact Contour Kit includes
the perfect dark and light shades to easily highlight,
define and sculpt the look of your face.

“All-Out Glam” compact includes shades with new
Liqui-Form formula for dramatic, long-lasting eye
looks with a multi-prismatic twinkle.

™

DARING RED

BOUGAINVILLEA

™

PREP BEFORE MAKEUP:
Use Hydra-VTM Vital Skin Serum
Concentrate, Supreme LXTM Cream and
Supreme LXTM Eye Cream as a first step.

TM

Artistry Signature Color
Contour and Shape Palette
in Pure Hollywood

EVEN:

DEFINE:
TM

—   Apply Artistry Exact Fit Longwearing
Foundation in your shade onto the back
of your hand. Using a damp sponge or
foundation brush, blend over your face,
starting on the nose.

TM

— P
 rep eyelid with Artistry Exact Fit Perfecting
Concealer.
TM

— U
 sing the Artistry Signature Color Eye Shadow
Quad, apply Shade #1 over entire eye area to
set concealer. Apply Shade #3 on two thirds
of the eyelid starting from inner corner and
blending over the lid. Apply Shade #3 to inner
corner of lower lash line. Apply Shade #2 to
outer third of eyelid and into the crease. Be sure
to buff out the edges to create a clean gradation
of colors.

TM

— Pat Artistry Exact Fit Perfecting
Concealer in your shade to the area
under your eye in the shape of an upside
down triangle. To cover and brighten,
or hide imperfections (dark circles,
discolorations or blemishes), use your
fingertip or concealer brush to blend.
— T
 o highlight and brighten, tap the Brightener
shade over the concealer to the top of the
cheekbones, around the temples, on the
cupids bow, and above your eyebrows.
— W
 ork a small amount of the Artistry Exact
TM
Fit Perfecting Loose Powder into a large
fluffy powder brush and sweep it over
forehead, around the nose and
along jawline.

SHADE 1

SHADE 2

SHADE 3

TM

Artistry Signature Color
Eyeshadow Quad
in All Out Glam

TM

— Use the Artistry Signature Color Contour
and Shape Palette to subtly contour the
features of your face. Apply the Dark Shade
to the face, starting in front of the ear
and sweeping towards the corner of your
mouth. Be sure to tap the brush to remove
any excess product for a smoother, more
natural-looking application.

ALL-OUT GLAM

GET THE
LOOK

SHADE 4

— L ine along upper and lower lashes using the
TM
Artistry Signature Color Longwearing Eye
Pencil in Black or the Artistry Signature
TM
Color Longwearing Liquid Liner in Black.
Wing the liner at outer edge of the lash
line. Line along lower lash line with Artistry
TM
Signature Color Longwearing Eye Pencil in
Black and smudge the liner out with Shade #4.
— Finish

with mascara by sweeping two coats
TM
of Artistry Signature Eyes Length and
Definition Mascara over lashes. Follow with
TM
a coat of Artistry Signature Eyes Volume
Mascara, wiggling the mascara wand at lash
roots as you’re applying.
— B
 rush brows up and hold in place with a
TM
spoolie wand. Using the Artistry Automatic
Eyebrow Pencil, apply your shade to sparse
areas along lower brow line.

— Apply the Light Shade to the top of
cheekbones, down the bridge of the nose,
on the cupids bow or anywhere you want
to add some light.

— N
 ext, brush brows down with the spoolie
brush and fill in along the upper brow line.
Artistry Signature Color
Brush brows into place moving out toward
Lipstick in Daring Red
hairline. Fill in any other areas as needed.
TM

COLOR:
— L ocate the “apple” area of your cheeks by
TM
smiling, then apply Artistry Signature Color
Blush in Peachy Pink, sweeping toward temples.
TM

Artistry Flora chic Rollerball
and Lip Gloss Duo in Star

— F
 or an All-Out Glam finishing touch, apply
TM
Artistry Signature Color Lipstick in Glam Coral.

THE ARTISTRY

C ONTOURING MADE
SIMPLE AND E ASY.
The makeup-pros behind those picture perfect looks on
red carpets know – contouring is the secret to add star
TM
power to any face. Now, new Artistry Signature Color
Contour and Shape Pallete puts that power in your hands,
and makes it easy, too.
CONTOURING 101
Contouring is a simple makeup technique that uses dark
and light shades to enhance your features, and overall,
“sculpt” and shape your face in the most flattering ways.

AND LIGHT
” DARK
CONTOURING
TECHNIQUE.”

LIGHT

DARK

By giving you the perfect dark and light shades, your’re
ready to contour with ease using our “Dark and Light
Contouring Technique.”

Use the LIGHT shade to highlight 		
the angles of your face where light
naturally hits.
– B
 egin with the forehead, applying
below the hairline and above the
eyebrows.
– Follow down the bridge of your nose.
– Next, apply under the eyes and up
above the cheekbones.
– Then apply to the top of the chin,
stopping right below the lower lip.

Use the DARK shade to add depth and
dimension to your face.
Artistry Signature Color TM
Contour and Shape Palette
in Pure Hollywood

– Imagine that you are drawing the
number “3” on both sides of your face,
following its natural structure.
– B
 egin by applying at the forehead near
the hairline.
– Follow down to under the cheekbones.
– Continue along the jawline to the chin.
– A
 dd a subtle swipe along both sides of
the nose.

STAR– P OWERED

CONTOURING
HOW-TO

NOW FACE THE WORLD LIKE
THE STAR YOU ARE
BEFORE

AFTER

Before using the LIGHT contour
shade, apply Artistry Exact Fit™
Perfecting Concealer by drawing
an upside-down triangle under
your eye. This shape not only
conceals dark circles, but it also
instantly creates the illusion that
your face is lifted.

TO GET THE FINISHED LOOK
Use your makeup brush to blend and blend again to
avoid any visible lines. Make sure to even out the color
under your chin and neck, too.
Then, apply Artistry Signature Color™ Blush by starting
at the middle of your ear up to the apples of your cheek
to emphasize your cheekbones.
Now, you’re picture-perfect and red-carpet ready.

